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He said that it is illogical to provide such aid to
Kuwaitis who draw salaries as high as KD 17,000 per
month, adding that the aid should not be paid to those who
receive KD 5,000 or more monthly.

MP Saleh Ashour yesterday called on HH the Prime
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah to speed up
the formation of the Cabinet, saying it has taken too long,
which is harmful to public issues. He also urged the prime
minister to pay greater attention to resolving the issue of
tens of thousands of stateless people or bedoons.

Meanwhile, financial allocations for Kuwait’s develop-
ment plan (2019-2020) amount to KD 3.3 billion ($10.9
billion) against KD 3.8 billion ($12.5 billion) in 2018-2019.
Speaking at a news conference, Khaled Mahdi, Secretary
General of the Supreme Council for Planning and
Development, said 135 projects are included in the plan -
51 are 38 percent in the preparatory stage and 75 ones are
56 percent in the executive phase. The 2019-2020 plan

envisages five planned ventures, execution of which
remain in initial stages.

Overall expenditure on the envisioned projects in the
first half of 2019-2020 amounted to KD 620 million ($2
billion) against KD 1.8 billion ($6.2 billion) during the same
period of the 2018-2019 plan. Proportion of projects in
executive phase in the 2019-2020 plan amounted to 56
percent compared to 59 percent in the 2018-2019 scheme
and 53 percent in the 2017-2018 one. On challenges facing
the execution, Mahdi said there were 212 administrative
hurdles, 104 snags of financial nature, 161 technical obsta-
cles, 85 issues with supervisory authorities and 19 for legal
reasons. Up to 80 percent of these complications have
been successfully tackled, he elaborated. 

The number of strategic enterprises in the 2019-2020
plan reached 22, with annual financial allocations esti-
mated at KD 2.7 billion ($8.9 billion), 20.2 percent of
which was spent by the end of the first half of the year.
The strategic projects include four concerning high
quality healthcare spending estimated at 9.68 percent,
one on human creativity, 33.97 percent on spending and
five on a sustainable living environment (8.05 percent).
They also included six projects dealing with modern
infrastructure (20.7 percent) and six on a sustainable
and diverse economy with 22.73 percent expenditure. 
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Fears have been raised that moving the embassy
could endanger Brazil’s valuable meat exports to Arab
markets but Eduardo Bolsonaro said any delay was due
to Brazil wanting to prepare the move in a thorough
manner. “We want to do a movement to Jerusalem not

only for Brazil but to be an example for the rest of Latin
America,” the Brazilian lawmaker, who is also chairman
of his parliament’s foreign relations and national
defense commission, said.

Speaking at the ceremony, Netanyahu noted
“President Bolsonaro’s commitment to open an
embassy in Jerusalem next year”. Netanyahu thanked
Brazil for its support of Israel in international forums
and noted recent bilateral aid the Jewish state provided
to cope with natural disasters. “Israel was there, and
Israel will always be there for the people of Brazil and
for our common friendship,” Netanyahu said. — AFP 
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“Today, the citizens of the world are asking for us to
move ahead faster and better,” Carolina Schmidt,
Chilean environment minister and President of COP25,
told the closing plenary. But Tina Eonemto Stege, cli-
mate envoy for the Marshall Islands, denounced the
response as inadequate for facing an existential threat
of rising sea levels. “Unfortunately, the new text we
adopted this morning does not reflect anything near
what we would have wanted. It is the bare minimum and
we regret that countries could not agree on a more
ambitious text,” Stege said.

Green youth activist Greta Thunberg - named 2019
Person of the Year by Time magazine - on Friday
slammed world leaders for “still trying to run away
from their responsibilities” while demanding a “year
of action” in 2020. Following a year of deadly
extreme weather and weekly protests by millions of
young people, Madrid negotiators were under pres-
sure to send a clear signal that governments were
willing to double down.

The summit - moved at the last minute from Chile
due to unrest - at times teetered on the brink of col-
lapse as rich polluters, emerging powerhouses and cli-
mate-vulnerable nations groped for common ground in
the face of competing national interests. “Based on the
adopted text, there is a glimmer of hope that the heart
of the Paris Agreement is still beating,” Mohamed
Adow, Director of Power Shift, said. “But its pulse is
very weak.”  

Negotiators from nearly 200 nations came to Spain’s
capital with the aim of finalizing the rulebook for the
2015 Paris accord, which enjoins nations to limit global
temperature to below two degrees Celsius. With the
accord set to become operational next year, it had been
hoped COP 25 would show the world that governments
would be moved by protests, irrefutable science, and
deadly storms and wildfires that marked 2019 to redou-
ble their efforts.

But greater ambition - how far each country is will-
ing to slash carbon emissions or assist less wealthy
peers to do likewise - has largely failed to materialize,
leaving some veteran observers aghast. “Never have I
seen such a disconnect between what the science
requires and what the climate negotiations are deliver-
ing in terms of meaningful action,” said Alden Meyer,
director of strategy and policy at the Union of
Concerned Scientists and a 28-year veteran of the cli-
mate process. “Most of the world’s biggest emitting
countries are missing in action and resisting calls to
raise their ambition.”

The push for strengthening voluntary carbon cutting
plans is led by small-island and least-developed states,
along with the European Union. These have called out
nations they see as blocking consensus - notably the
United States, Australia and Saudi Arabia. China and
India, the world’s No. 1 and No. 4 carbon emitters,
made it clear they see no need to improve on their cur-
rent emissions reduction plans, which run to 2030.

These emerging giants chose instead to emphasize
the historical responsibility of rich nations to lead the
way and provide financing to poor countries. “Major
players who needed to deliver in Madrid did not live up
to expectations,” said Laurence Tubiana, CEO of the
European Climate Foundation and, as France’s top
negotiator, a main architect of the Paris Agreement.
“But thanks to a progressive alliance of small island
states, European, African and Latin American countries,
we obtained the best possible outcome, against the will
of big polluters.”

The summit was also meant to finalize a chapter on
carbon markets in the Paris rulebook. Instead, the focus
now switches to next year’s COP 26 in Glasgow, when
the true Paris deadline falls. The US, which is leaving
the Paris deal next year, was accused of playing spoiler
on a number of issues. This included so-called “loss and
damage” funding to help disaster-hit countries repair
and rebuild. 

“The US has not come here in good faith,” said
Harjeet Singh, climate lead with charity ActionAid.
“They continue to block the world’s efforts to help peo-
ple whose lives have been turned upside down by cli-
mate change.” Even if all countries implement their cur-
rent plans under Paris, Earth is on course to warm more
than 3C by 2100. — AFP 
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gateway to ties with the broader Arab and Muslim
world. But with the peace process frozen for years now,
Netanyahu argues instead that building relations with
Arab countries will push the Palestinians toward a
peace deal with Israel.

The Israeli presence in Dubai “will create a buzz”,
said Cohen, noting that the lack of a peace agreement, or
even process, with the Palestinians is still liable to draw
the attention of at least some Arab visitors at the expo.
The pavilion’s display won’t touch on politics, he added,
instead “focusing on what Israel has to offer”. Dore Gold,
former director-general of the Israeli foreign ministry,
said the “quasi-diplomatic presence” of the pavilion is
one of several developments with “a cumulative effect”.

He cited sporting competitions and the 2015 opening
in Abu Dhabi of an Israeli mission to the International

Renewable Energy Agency, which is based there. “It’s
not normalization, but it’s an enhanced presence,” he
said. While the Gulf Arab states have not lost interest in
the Palestinian issue, “these countries are looking after
themselves”, Dore said, including enhancing security
cooperation with Israel against Iran.

Gold, who heads the Jerusalem Center for Public
Affairs think-tank, said the expo was part of attempts
to slowly publicize aspects of relations in the region not
pertaining to security. “The name of the game is how to
find joint interests that don’t create a big stir,” he said.
“In any case, if you did public opinion surveys, you’d
find that throughout most of the Gulf there’s a kind of
understanding that Israel’s part of the region.”

Diplomat Cohen and architect Knafo both noted the
warm welcome they have received in the Gulf state, as
work on the pavilion entered advanced stages and their
visits to Dubai became more frequent. “The attitude of
the hosts is excellent,” Cohen said. “I didn’t expect any-
thing else but when you encounter it, it’s heartwarm-
ing.” The expo could be “a portal to a world that was
blocked to us, and our pavilion is a portal to the Israeli
experience at all its levels - scientific, cultural, human,”
said Knafo.  — AFP 
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(Congress supporters) are resorting to arson
because they did not get their way.”

Home Minister Amit Shah yesterday called again for
calm, saying local cultures in northeastern states were
not under threat. “Culture, language, social identity and
political rights of our brothers and sisters from north-

east will remain intact,” Shah added in Jharkhand,
News18 television network reported him as saying. For
Islamic groups, the opposition, rights activists and oth-
ers in India, the new law is seen as part of Modi’s Hindu-
nationalist agenda to marginalize India’s 200 million
Muslims. He denies the allegation.

Rights groups and a Muslim political party are chal-
lenging the law in the Supreme Court, arguing that it is
against the constitution and India’s secular traditions.
Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) ally in Assam, Asom
Gana Parishad, which had supported the bill in parlia-
ment, told local media yesterday it now intended to
challenge the law in the Supreme Court. — AFP 

6 dead in protests 
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BAGHDAD: At 16, Maram is as old as the political sys-
tem she and fellow Iraqi youth are railing against. But
the spunky teen has her own way of protesting: inking
tattoos. In the blue-tinged light inside a tarp tent, the
petite teenager carefully moves her mechanized tattoo
pen across the left shoulder of her skinny teenage
friend. It’s a sketch of Baghdad’s Freedom Monument -
a huge stone and bronze slab charting Iraq’s path to a
republic on Tahrir Square, the beating heart of Iraq’s
anti-government protests. 

Its centerpiece is a dark figure with arms out-
stretched, wrenching apart a barrier. “I like to break
down barriers,” Maram Uday says, after filling in the
miniature black version on her friend’s bare shoulder.
“It’s not easy for people to accept this. Girls who tattoo
typically work only in salons and on other girls,” says
Maram, who wears thick black eyeliner and a short,
dramatic bob. “But I decided to leave behind the tradi-
tional because change is necessary.”

The fine arts student and amateur model began tat-
tooing eight months ago as a way to make some extra
money. She joined the protests against government cor-
ruption and a lack of jobs in October and was so moved
she drew a permanent memento on her left wrist. It
reads “OCT 25,” the date a second, continuous wave of
demonstrations erupted in Baghdad and Iraq’s Shiite-
majority south. 

‘Plenty of memories’ 
Inspired, friends started lining up to get their own

commemorative body art, which Maram draws for free.
“There are people who decided to donate medicine or
clothes, I decided to donate this,” she tells AFP. She has
drawn at least 15 protest-related tattoos, including
“October 25,” the Freedom Monument, and a gas mask
of the type protesters use to protect themselves from
volleys of tear gas canisters fired by security forces.

Youth make up around 60 percent of Iraq’s 40 mil-

lion people - and about 100 percent of Maram’s clients.
She comes to Tahrir every morning with her portable
tattoo kit, usually with a list of appointments booked
through her Instagram page, which has over 80,000
followers. Hashem, 18, lifts his pale yellow shirt to show
AFP the small gas mask tattoo he got on his right hip
just a week ago - his first tattoo. “We have plenty of
memories ... so I wanted to get a tattoo of it,” he says.
He has been in Tahrir for weeks and professes revolu-
tionary rhetoric - but is still, at the end of the day, a
teen. “I couldn’t get one on my hand because my par-
ents wouldn’t accept it,” he says sheepishly. 

‘A tattoo to remember’ 
The youth-dominated movement is unprecedented

both for its spontaneity and resilience - but also for the
violence with which it has been met. Around 460 peo-
ple have died and 20,000 have been wounded, and all
around Tahrir, small memorials have sprung up to com-
memorate them - murals bearing victims’ names or
small stands with personalized candles. 

Maram’s newest client, a 19-year-old who identified
himself as “Crush”, wanted a more permanent reminder
of those who have given their lives. “I got it as a
memento for my friends who died and were kid-
napped,” says Crush, gesturing to the fresh Freedom
Monument on his shoulder. At 23, Mushtaq Taleb from
the southern port city of Basra already sports more
than a half-dozen tattoos on his arms.

His latest, on his right shoulder, is a compound
image: The date of the uprising, a map of Iraq, and the
Freedom Monument melting into two hands joined
together in a stylized shape of a fist. “This tattoo repre-
sents the fact that the October 25 revolution erased
something huge that the 16 past years couldn’t erase:
Sectarianism,” says Taleb. 

Among the Shiite-majority protesters on Tahrir are
Sunni residents of other provinces and minority

Christians, too - a large tent just a few doors down is
adorned with pictures of Jesus. “I had to get this tattoo
to remember,” he tells AFP. “Tomorrow, the next day,

the next year, when we grow up, people will ask us,
what’s that tattoo? What happened? We have to
explain what took place in this revolution.” — AFP 

Inked at the uprising: Iraq’s teen tattoo artist 

BAGHDAD: An Iraqi man sits for a tattoo in the capital on Dec 9, 2019. — AFP 

ISTANBUL: Recep Tayyip Erdogan held talks with
Libyan Prime Minister Fayez Al-Sarraj in Istanbul yester-
day, just days after the Turkish leader said he was ready
to send troops into Libya if requested by Tripoli. The
closed-door meeting, which was not on Erdogan’s offi-
cial agenda, took place in Istanbul’s Ottoman-era
Dolmabahce Palace, the Turkish presidency said without
giving details.

During the previous meeting between the two men, in
Istanbul on November 27, the two countries agreed a
deal on security and military cooperation, as well as mar-
itime jurisdiction. The deal came despite calls from the
Arab League - which includes Libya - to end coopera-
tion with Turkey in protest at its military offensive
against Kurdish forces in Syria.

Libya has been mired in chaos since a NATO-backed
uprising that toppled and killed dictator Muammar
Gaddafi in 2011. Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the UAE back
Khalifa Haftar, a military strongman in eastern Libya who
launched an offensive in April in a bid to seize the Tripoli
from fighters loyal to the Government of National
Accord (GNA) of which Sarraj is the prime minister.

Turkey and Qatar openly support the UN-recognized
GNA. The November military deal was introduced in the
Turkish parliament on Saturday. The maritime part of the
deal expands Turkey’s continental shelf in the Eastern
Mediterranean. This is particularly important given the
recent discovery of vast gas reserves that has triggered
an exploration scramble between adjacent states and
international oil companies.

The Turkey-Libya agreement was strongly con-
demned by several countries, including Greece and
Cyprus. Erdogan declared on Tuesday that Turkey is
prepared to send troops into Libya if requested. On
Saturday his Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said
that there had not yet been any such request. In anoth-
er sign of the Turkey-Libya rapprochement, Ankara
announced on Saturday that Libyans younger than 16

or older than 55 would be allowed to enter Turkey
without visas.

Strongman Haftar in April launched an assault to seize
Tripoli. On Thursday, he announced a “decisive battle” to
wrest the Libyan capital from the GNA government.
GNA Interior Minister Fathi Bashagha responded by
saying his government was ready “to push back any mad
attempt by the Haftar putsch leader”. 

Egypt, which has condemned the maritime deal as
“illegal”, urged other countries yesterday to stop inter-
vening in Libya to enable the country to restore its own
security and stability, in an apparent rebuke to Turkey. “...
we have the ability to (intervene in Libya) but we
haven’t,” Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi told a
youth forum in the Red Sea resort of Sharm El-Sheikh.

Sisi expressed his support for “national armies” in
Libya, an apparent reference to Haftar’s Libyan National
Army (LNA). Egypt is a regional rival of Turkey and one
of the main backers of the LNA. In the past Egypt has
carried out air strikes in Libya and has channeled materi-
al support to the LNA, according to UN experts.

Greece, which expelled the Libyan ambassador over
the maritime boundary pact, has also condemned the

maritime accord and warned that Turkey is escalating
tensions in the region. “Turkey must choose if it will fol-
low the road of self-isolation, continuing to play the role
of trouble-maker in the region, or behave like a good
neighbour henceforth,” Greece’s deputy foreign minister,
Miltiadis Varvitsiotis, told Sunday’s Ethnos newspaper.
Greece has also condemned new Turkish gas exploration
off the coast of the divided island of Cyprus.

Yesterday, Israel’s energy ministry told Reuters that a
Turkish vessel had asked one of its research ships to
leave an area where it was “legally located in Cyprus’s
commercial waters.” Israeli and Turkish media said
Turkey’s navy escorted the ship away in the incident,
which occurred two weeks ago.

According to the text of the military agreement sent
to Turkish lawmakers, Tripoli could request vehicles,
equipment and weapons for use in army, navy and air
operations. It also provisions for new intelligence shar-
ing. Utku Cakirozer, a lawmaker from Turkey’s main
opposition CHP and a member of the NATO parliamen-
tary assembly, said it was “worrying” that Erdogan
raised the prospect of sending troops and taking sides in
the Libyan conflict. — Agencies 
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